4010

MX GLOVES

GLOVES

EXTRA COMFORT

EXTRA GRIPPING

Airtech
Sizes from
S to XXL

# 4010-343
<HOORZĲXR%ODFN*UH\

Developed by pro racers for the most tough Off-Road conditions, the new PROGRIP 4010 Glove has additional padding in the palm and on the
outside of the thumb, in the areas where you need that “something extra” to guarantee comfort during prolonged and extreme use. All areas of
high use are reinforced with evident protective stitching and panels while, for a better fit, the back of the glove and the back of the fingers have
cushioned Lycra inserts where the soft rubberPROGRIP logo is attached.

# 4010-187
Grey/Black

# 4010-342
# 4010-341
<HOORZĲXR(OHFWULFEOXH5HG Light blue/Black/Grey

# 4010-344
Red/Black/Blue
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4014

MX GLOVES

Sizes from
S to XXL

EXTRA COMFORT

Extra light
PALM ULTRA LIGHT

# 4014-339
Blue navy/Light blue/Red

The great fit and protected feelingof this new glove are defined by the padded elastic panel in the upper side.
The extra light thickness of the palm area, allows a great control of the handlebar.

# 4014-340
%ODFN<HOORZĲXR(OHFWULFEOXH
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# 4014-345
Red/White/Blue

# 4014-187
Grey/Black

4005

MX GLOVES

4009

Neoprene

MX GLOVES

Airtech FOR KID

EXTRA COMFORT
EXTRA COMFORT

WATER PROOF

Sizes from

Sizes from

EXTRA COMFORT

XXXS to S

S to XXL

# 4009-343
<HOORZĲXR%ODFN*UH\

<HOORZĲXR(OHFWULFEOXH5HG

PALM ULTRA LIGHT

# 4009-346
White/Orange/Black

FOR KID

# 4005-164
<HOORZĲXR

# 4009-341

PALM ULTRA LIGHT

4004
Sizes from
XXXS to S

MX GLOVES
EXTRA COMFORT

# 4004-164
<HOORZĲXR

Neoprene

WATER PROOF

# 4004-102
Black

FOR KID

# 4005-102
Black

Photo:

Developed by pro racers for the most tough Off-Road conditions, the new PROGRIP Neoprene gloves for winter time.
High quality Superflex material. Additional padding in the palm and on the outside of the thumb.

GIANFRANCO PASSERA

Developed by pro racers for the most tough Off-Road conditions, the new PROGRIP 4010 Glove has additional padding in the palm and on the
outside of the thumb, in the areas where you need that “something extra” to guarantee comfort during prolonged and extreme use. All areas of
high use are reinforced with evident protective stitching and panels while, for a better fit, the back of the glove and the back of the fingers have
cushioned Lycra inserts where the soft rubberPROGRIP logo is attached.
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Neoprene gloves for winter time. High quality Superflex material. Additional padding in the palm and on the outside of the thumb.
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4011
Sizes from
S to XXL

SUMMER SCOOTER

4016

ROAD RACING LONG
Sizes from

# 4016
Black/White

# 4011
Black/Grey

S to XL

EXTRA COMFORT

EXTRA COMFORT

PERFECT FIT

PERFECT FIT
Hard shell carbon fiber, keprotec Genuine,drum dyed cowhide leater shell withsoft bemberg lining Reinforcedpalm,
Padded knucklesAdjustable
cuff with velcro strap.

Tough pigskin back side
vented for maximum comfort
Padded syntetic leather palm
reinforced.

4012
ONLY SIZE: S

SUPERMOTARD

4018

# 4012
Titanium

MOTARD SHORT
# 4018
Black/White

S to XL

TOTAL PROTECTION

EXTRA COMFORT

CARBON KEPROTECT

PERFECT FIT

The CARBON KEPROTEC insertsadd
to this a-typical look but underline
the high PROTECTION quality of these
newly designed gloves.These semi-rigid inserts are placed on the knuckles
and the joints to provide that extra
protections for the areas of the hand
that are most at risk.

4013
Sizes from
S to XXL
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Sizes from

Hard shell carbon fiber, keprotec Genuine,drum dyed cowhide leater shell withsoft bemberg lining Reinforcedpalm,
Padded knucklesAdjustable
cuff with velcro strap.

MECHANIC
# 4013
Black

4017

WINTER
# 4017
Black/Grey

Water Proof
Sizes from
S to XL

55% SYNTETHIC

55% SYNTETHIC

43% NYLON STRECH

4% POLIESTER

43% NYLON BAND

2% PVC

EXTRA GRIPPING
RUBBER PAD

EXTRA THICK
LINING INSIDE
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